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Predicting effects of climate change on species persistence often assumes that those species are 
responding to abiotic effects alone. However, biotic interactions between community members may affect 
species’ ability to respond to abiotic changes. Latent Gaussian models of resource availability using 
precipitation and NDVI and accounting for spatial autocorrelation and rodent group-level uncertainty in 
the process are developed to detect differences in seasons, groups, and the experimental removal of one 
group. Precipitation and NDVI have overall positive effects on rodent energy use as expected, but 
meaningful differences were detected. Differences in the importance of seasonality when the dominant 
group was removed reflect complex community dynamics and the presence of coexistence mechanisms 
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Research into the predicted effects of climate change on regional ecology has increased 
following the development of sophisticated models for predicting shifts in regional climate 
conditions. Forecasting species range shifts in response to climate change is typically done by 
assuming that a species’ current distribution represents its total climate tolerance, and creating a 
future ‘climate envelope’ based on predicted shifts in those abiotic conditions (Hughes et al. 
1996, Iverson and Prasad 2001, Berry et al. 2002, Pearson and Dawson 2003, Williams et al. 
2003, McClean et al. 2005, Kueppers et al. 2005, Hamann and Wang 2006, Gómez-Mendoza and 
Arriaga 2007). This methodology does not account for biotic interactions that also play a role in 
determining where species occur and persist, regardless of abiotic conditions (Araújo and Luoto 
2007). Species removal experiments have the potential to estimate the dampening effect biotic 
interactions may have on species-level responses to climate changes by removing it. Then, the 
estimated community-level effects can be incorporated along with abiotic effects to create a 
more complete picture of future species responses. A community-level approach has the much 
more general objective of accurately predicting changes in total community dynamics (including 
relative abundance, composition and diversity of species) as a result of climate change. However, 
accurately estimating the effect of biotic interactions in diverse communities requires modeling 
methodology that can appropriately treat the implicit assumption that biotic interactions are masking 
a direct effect of abiotic factors on species’ responses. 
High-diversity coexistence in ecological communities is a common phenomenon but 
remains poorly explained by theoretical models. The general tendency for theoretical models to 
focus on either stochastic or trait-based processes is likely contributing to this disagreement 
between observations and theory, though efforts have been made to combine them (Chesson 
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2000, Tilman 2004, Mutshinda and O’Hara 2010, Jabot 2010). One reason theoretical models 
may perform poorly is that empirical evidence suggests both stochastic and trait-based processes 
are operating in combination to produce high-diversity coexistence (Clark et al. 2010). 
Competition theory has focused on deterministic models based on competition for available 
resources (Tilman 1982), but there remain many ways for stochastic processes to affect predicted 
outcomes. Trait-based mechanisms of coexistence, such as resource partitioning (Grover 1997, 
Abrams 1998), still operate within a resource-driven community. Extinction or colonization of 
dominant species, or a shift in the frequency of the partitioned resources, thus has the potential to 
alter resource partitioning and ultimately how resource availability affects the community. 
Coexistence mechanisms themselves may rely on intrinsic variability (Miller and Chesson 2009), 
and competition (Levine et al. 2010) or predation (Kuang and Chesson 2010) may interact to 
dampen or enhance the effects of resource availability. Attempts to confirm a simple theoretical 
basis (based on, for example, abiotic changes in resource availability) for observed community 
dynamics in a diverse system should therefore incorporate significant sources of uncertainty 
reflecting these other processes.      
Coexistence based on resource availability and niche partitioning is especially well-
documented in desert rodents (Bowers 1982, Mares 1993, Valone and Brown 1995). Desert 
systems are resource-limited, resulting in compensatory dynamics (Ernest and Brown 2001a, 
Ernest et al. 2008). Underlying the effects of absolute resource availability, desert rodent 
communities are strongly structured based on morphology and what is known as “the ecology of 
fear,” in which foraging behavior is almost entirely determined by individuals’ perceived risk of 
predation. Two major rodent functional groups diverge in their microhabitat use based on 
differences in this area (Price 1978, Bowers et al. 1987, Brown and Zeng 1989). Kangaroo rats, 
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Dipodomys spp., are bipedal, travel swiftly, and efficiently avoid predation and so are 
comfortable foraging in open microhabitats. Pocket mice, Chaetodipus spp. and Perognathus 
spp., are only semi-bipedal, are able to move well in shrub cover, and are more susceptible to 
predation when they venture out from under cover. Thus, kangaroo rats tend to dominate 
communities in which open, grassy microhabitats are abundant, while pocket mice are favored 
when shrub cover is relatively high. Though niche overlap is reduced through niche partitioning, 
competitive effects still exist in which Dipodomys are competitively dominant, directly through 
aggressive defense of territory and indirectly through efficient foraging and a wider range of 
microhabitat use (Price et al. 2000). 
 Deserts have been used as model systems for many ecological questions because they are 
strongly resource-limited and thus should provide an ideal system for studying the role of 
resources in driving the structure and dynamics of communities. The Portal LTREB in the 
Chihuahuan desert has been monitoring the local rodent and plant communities since 1977, as 
well as collecting meterological data. There are two main seasons at the site, centered around the 
major precipitation events, winter and summer. Resource availability in desert ecosystems is 
almost entirely limited by precipitation, though exactly how resources are affected is extremely 
complex (Ernest 2005, Thibault et al. 2010). The initial year the Portal LTREB began was also 
the year the Pacific Decadal Occillation (PDO) switched from a cool phase to a warm phase 
(U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration). Though precipitation events in the 
desert are extremely variable from year to year, the shift in the PDO results in a shift in the 
precipitation regime in which precipitation events have become more variable and overall 
precipitation has decreased but relative winter precipitation has increased, which has favored the 
shrub community relative to the grassland community (Brown et al. 1997). Though the effect of 
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the PDO is slight compared to the extremes of variability often seen in the desert, the shift in the 
precipitation regime was still strong enough to result in a significant change in the local plant 
community, followed by changes in the local rodent community. Portal has experienced an 
increase in shrub cover in the duration of the study, which resulted in more foraging area for 
pocket mice. This likely explains the local extinction of the largest species of kangaroo rat and 
the colonization of a new pocket mouse species not previously caught at the site (Valone and 
Brown 1995, Valone et al. 1995, Ernest and Brown 2001b). Further changes to the precipitation 
regime and seasonality caused by continued shifts in the PDO at intermediate time scales and 
global climate change at a longer time scale should continue to reorganize the dynamics of this 
system. 
 If changes in rodent energy use are indeed linked to the precipitation regime, it is 
reasonable to model rodent energy changes as directly dependent on precipitation and resulting 
vegetative cover. Transforming mass and abundance data into rodent energy use corrects for 
differences between species in metabolic requirements based on size. More important 
theoretically, energy use based on metabolism is a more direct indicator of resource use than is 
abundance. Resources are limiting in desert ecosystems, so rodent energy use is proportional to 
resource availability, and is thus the most appropriate measure when attempting to produce 
resource-based dynamics. Though it is clearly an important environmental factor, it has been 
difficult thus far to directly link rodent energy dynamics to precipitation (Ernest et al. 2000, 
Ernest and Brown 2001a, Lima et al. 2008, Thibault et al. 2010). This is likely because, though 
precipitation certainly plays a large role, high-diversity coexistence in ecological communities is 
high-dimensional. In particular, for a community of rodents that includes species that are 
aggressively territorial and spatially partition resources, many of these dimensions of coexistence 
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mechanisms are spatially explicit. It is difficult and unrealistic to estimate the effect of 
precipitation as an index of resource availability without accounting for spatial dependence in 
how species perceive resource availability. Bayesian methods are well-suited to target the effect 
of a single resource while maintaining a background of unknown spatially explicit coexistence 






Rodent abundance data has been collected monthly since 1977 at a study site near Portal, 
Arizona, on the edge of the Chihuahuan desert.  The latest 11 years (2000-2010) are used in this 
analysis. The site is 20 hectares of upper elevation desert scrubland, arid grassland ecotone. 
Several species of heteromyid granivorous rodents have occupied the site during the study period 
(Figure 2): Dipodomys merriami, D. ordii, D. spectabilis, Baiomys taylori, Chaetodipus 
penicillatus, C. baileyi, C. hispidus, C. intermedius, and Perognathus flavus. Several granivorous 
murids occur as well: Peromyscus eremicus, P. maniculatus, Reithrodontomys megalotis, and R. 
fulvescens. These species form a continuum in their resource and microhabitat use, with 
Dipodomys on the grassier sites and Chaeotodipus preferring shrub cover in general. Data from 
the site is typically summarized by the two major seasons, “winter” (October-March) and 
“summer” (April-September), representing two major precipitation regimes. 
Mark-recapture 
Trapping sessions are conducted once monthly over two nights near the new moon to 
reduce perceived risk of predation and improve trapping success. Trapping occurs on 24 
experimental plots (0.25 hectares each) assigned to one of three rodent treatments: kangaroo rat 
(Dipodomys) exclosure, total rodent exclosure, and control (equal-access) (Figure 1). All plots 
are surrounded by wire mesh fencing.  Controls and kangaroo rat exclosures have gates cut into 
the fencing and sized to allow selective entry of the desired species (‘semi-permeable’). Each 
plot has 16 evenly spaced gates. Gates on the plots are closed during trapping to allow only a 
census of resident individuals. Each experimental plot is censused once during the session, by 
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setting traps on a 7 x 7 grid of 49 stakes spaced 6.25 meters apart. Captured individuals are 
identified to species, sex, and reproductive status. A PIT tag or ear tag is recorded, or applied if 
not already present, to allow individual identification. Mass is recorded to the nearest 0.5 grams 
using a Pesola scale. Heteromyids tend to have high capture probabilities (Brown and Zeng 
1989) and trapping is effectively a census of rodent abundance and habitat selection (Price 
1977). It is therefore reasonable to use captured abundance directly as an estimate of actual 
abundance, rather than estimating abundance from a capture-recapture model. From these data of 
abundance and individual mass, a known allometric relationship is used (Ernest 2005) to 
estimate total rodent energy requirements for each species s on each plot: 





Rodent energy per species was then averaged across months each year to achieve yearly 
estimates of rodent energy change, or Es,t,plot (Figure 4). In this community, genus or higher 
classification is a good indicator of functional group as defined by microhabitat selection. This 
results in three groups (see Table 1); Dipodomys (kangaroo rats), Chaetodipus (pocket mice, 
genera Chaetodipus and Perognathus), and murids (non-heteromyid rodents that represent a 
small proportion of the total community). 
Meteorological Data 
 Precipitation data is collected hourly at the site, along with temperature and humidity, by 
a CR10X Campbell Scientific datalogger. Gaps in the weather station’s record are filled with an 
average of two nearby weather stations, Portal 4SW (NM) and San Simon (AZ). Precipitation 
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was summed across days and months to achieve total seasonal precipitation for winter and 
summer each year (Figure 3). 
NDVI Data 
 Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) data from the site was used as an 
additional estimate of available resources, as it is an index of tall live vegetative cover. Mean 
NDVI for 16-day series was obtained from 2000 to 2010, limiting our modeling efforts and 
inference to this time period. To summarize seasonal NDVI, values were averaged across two 6-
month periods, “post-winter” (January – July) and “post-summer” (August – December, Figure 
3). Note that these seasons are off from the precipitation seasons by three months. This 
represents a lag in the effect of the winter and summer precipitation on NDVI. The lag is 
especially important for winter vegetation, given that growth is restricted by temperature in the 
first part of the winter season.  
Model 
 Bayesian methods for statistical inference apply conditional probability rules in a larger 
statistical modeling framework. First, probability assumptions are made about each of the 
parameters and the data. The underlying assumption is that the variability built into these 
probability statements represents uncertainty about knowledge of the parameters (Cressie et al. 
2009). Next, the full model is specified in terms of a joint probability distribution for all these 
parameters and the data together. Finally, a posterior distribution of the parameters of interest 
conditioned on the known data is sought (Lindley 1965, 1980). Marginal posterior distributions 
of individual parameters can be produced as well, allowing for specific inference on parameters 
of interest. In this way, Bayesian methodology enables formal statistical modeling of the 
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conditional nature between data and the parameters that are assumed to result in that data being 
observed. The flexibility of Bayesian methodology allows incorporation of complex 
relationships between components of the model, be they known or unknown. In contrast to the 
frequentist approach for statistical inference, which often integrates over variability, the 
Bayesian approach can readily incorporate variability to make use of the information which it 
contains (Carlin and Louis 2000, Browne and Draper 2006, Cressie et al. 2009). For example, in 
a probability context it is possible to fit complex models that rely on modest sample sizes, an 
important characteristic for scientific endeavors in which data is difficult or costly to obtain. 
Also, as long as the components can be specified in terms of probability distributions, a Bayesian 
model can accommodate multiple types of dependence between the data and the parameters and 
among the parameters themselves relatively easily. In recent years, Bayesian methodology has 
advanced tremendously, providing excellent background and motivation for model development 
(Gelman et al. 2004). 
Due to their conditional nature, hierarchical models are perhaps most naturally Bayesian 
models, though they are not necessarily so. Hierarchical models comprise multiple levels of 
model specification in an attempt to break up a large, complicated joint model into a sequence of 
simpler, tractable components. The posterior distribution (i.e. the distribution of the process and 
parameters given the data) can be expressed as proportional to a data model, a process model, 
and parameter models that combine to reflect multiple levels of uncertainty (Berliner 1996): 
[data|process, parameters][process|parameters][parameters] 
where each of the terms denotes the distribution function of those objects. Note that this uses 
conditional probability rules to decompose the posterior into a causal relationship that is 
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scientifically meaningful. The data model describes the measurement uncertainty associated with 
the observations, while the process model describes the latent processes of real scientific interest. 
Latent effects can contain components which directly incorporate known or theorized processes 
and terms which account for additional unknown variability. It is at this level that a modeler’s 
knowledge of scientific processes can be explicitly incorporated, however complex (Ogle 2009). 
At the next level in the hierarchy, the parameter model incorporates probability assumptions 
about the parameters. Hierarchical specification is a natural tool in ecology, in particular due to 
the disjunction of the observations from the actual process (Royle and Dorazio 2008, Cressie et 
al. 2009). There are many known sources of observation error when collecting ecological data 
that can hinder an attempt to make direct inference on the underlying process. Hierarchical 
models describe and sequester this uncertainty outside of the process of interest, and then make 
inference on unobservable ‘latent’ variables that directly describe the process.    
Model Development: Though it is clearly an important environmental factor, it has been 
difficult thus far to directly link rodent energy dynamics to precipitation (Ernest et al. 2000, 
Ernest and Brown 2001, Lima et al. 2008, Thibault et al. 2010). A hierarchical Bayesian model is 
especially well-suited to this sort of problem, as it allows for the incorporation of uncertainty at 
every level of model design. Given the variability observed at Portal and in arid systems in 
general, it is difficult to fit a frequentist model that will quantify variability at all the levels at 
which uncertainty acts (e.g. observation error, auto-correlated temporal and spatial variability, 
demographic stochasticity, environmental stochasticity, etc.). A Bayesian model, in contrast, can 
be based on inherent variability like that seen at Portal and will be relatively trivial to fit. This 
methodology can incorporate spatial dependence in how rodents respond to resource availability. 
Furthermore, hierarchical models can combine ecological processes in a rigorous statistical 
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framework. The resulting model fits an ecological concept, rather than just a set of observations 
to a naïve relationship with covariates. This should provide a significant advantage in the 
difficult problem of determining how resources affect community-level interactions in this desert 
system, and how this effect changes with spatially explicit experimental manipulation and 
natural alteration of community composition.  
To estimate how changes in the precipitation regime, and subsequently NDVI, have 
affected rodent community dynamics, a latent Gaussian Markov random field model was 
developed to describe how rodent energy use is likely affected by predictors of resource 
availability and indirectly observed through Es,t. Latent Gaussian models are a set of structured 
additive regression models that allow for approximate Bayesian inference (Rue et al. 2009). 
Gaussian priors are assigned to the elements of the random field (Mantovan and Secchi 2010): 
ߟ୧ ൌ ߚ଴ ൅ ෍ ݓ௝௜݂ሺ௝ሻሺݑ௝௜ሻ
௡೑
௝ୀଵ





where ηi, the mean of each element in the field, is the only component directly related to the 
observations, through the likelihood. The f(j)s represent unknown effects of the covariates u, 
potentially weighted by the known weights wji.   Any linear effects of the covariates z are 
accounted for by the βk zki terms. The εis incorporate unstructured random effects. The main 
appealing aspect of this methodology is its generality, given that many Bayesian process models 
are Gaussian, and the flexibility of the unknown functions in the process. These terms can 
specify a wide range of useful and common sources of heterogeneity (e.g time trends, spatial 
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dependence, non-linear effects) and combine them in the same model through summation (Rue 
and Martino 2007, Rue et al. 2009, Mantovan and Secchi 2010). 
 Markov-chain Monte Carlo sampling is typically used for inference in these models. 
However, latent Gaussian fields have properties that make MCMC methods problematic, 
primarily dependence between the latent field and the hyperparameters and within the latent field 
itself (Rue and Martino 2007). While methods exist to potentially overcome these issues 
(Mantovan and Secchi 2010), computation time still remains prohibitively slow (Rue et al. 
2009). As an alternative, if the latent field is a Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF), 
Integrated Nested Laplace approximation (INLA) can be used to fit the model. Assuming 
conditional independence between the elements of the latent field (i.e. a GMRF) and a relatively 
small number of hyperparameters allows for numerical methods for sparse matrices and fast 
inference (Rue and Martino 2007, Rue et al. 2009). Importantly, the posterior marginals for a 
latent Gaussian model (with observations y, a latent field x, and hyperparameters θ) are nested: 
ሾݔ௜|࢟ሿ ൌ  නሾ ݔ௜|ࣂ, ࢟ሿሾࣂ|࢟ሿ݀ࣂ 
ሾߠ௝|࢟ሿ ൌ  නሾࣂ|࢟ሿ ݀ࣂ_௝ 
allowing for nested approximation. The INLA methodology is to compute a posterior marginal 
of θ based on Gaussian approximations, approximate a posterior marginal for the xis using values 
of θ, and then combine these two using numerical integration (Rue et al. 2009). This 
deterministic methodology results in more accurate estimates which are less computationally 
expensive than MCMC (Mantovan and Secchi 2010).    
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Data Model The time-series of rodent energy use for all species, E, is a set of 
observations that are continuous with positive support. While a zero-truncated-normal or zero-
inflated-log-gaussian likelihood could be used in this case, they do not adequately represent the 
multiple sources of observation error possible in this type of data. Instead, by scaling and 
differencing the data it is appropriate to use a Gaussian likelihood for the change in energy 
ys,g,t,plot: 
ys,g,t,plot = Es,g,t,plot/max(E) – Es,g,t-1,plot/max(E), 
for each species s in each group g in each year t on each plot. 
Process Model The per-group per-year data observed on each plot are modeled as 
conditionally independent Gaussian random variables with mean µg,t,plot and precision τy. Note 
that species-level data is used to fit τy, but the underlying process operates at the group level. 
µg,t,plot = β0 + ut’β + εt,plot + zg,plot                                                     (1) 
where ut’β represents a regression on the effects of our predictors of resource availability in each 
year (i.e. precipitation and NDVI), εt,plot represents the effect of spatially structured error at the 
plot level, and zg,plot adds group-specific uncorrelated error. 
 Regression on resource availability: For each predictor of resource availability, a separate 
model was fit including the seasonal values of the covariates as well a 1-year and 2-year lag in 
the values, to assess season-level effects and persistent effects of precipitation or NDVI: 




The incorporation of the treatment and group interaction terms explore possible differences in 
group-level effects and treatment type effects. Two separate models were fit to estimate the 
effect of two different but correlated predictors of resource availability.  
Spatial dependence: To assess the potential for spatial autocorrelation in the residuals (ri) 
and the need for a term accounting for this structure, a Moran’s I test for autocorrelation was 
performed (Gittleman and Kot 1990), where the test statistic is:  
ܫ ൌ  
݊
ܵ଴





௜ୀଵ ሺݎ௜ – ݎҧሻ൫ݎ௝ – ݎҧ൯
∑ ሺݎ௜ െ  ݎҧሻଶ௡௜ୀଵ
 , 






In this case, n, the total number of plots, is 18 (10 controls and 8 exclosures). Each term wij in the 
weights matrix W was assigned a 1 if the indices were considered neighbors, a 0 otherwise. 
Neighbors were defined as any plots that had facing sides or corners (Figure 1). To account for 
spatial autocorrelation at the plot level, εt,plot is modeled as Gaussian with precision τplot:  






ቁ                                      (2) 
 
where ni is the number of neighbors of plot i and i~j indicates that plots i and j are neighbors as 
determined in W above. This is an intrinsic conditional autoregressive model (ICAR), in which 
spatial autocorrelation is set to 1. In this case, the variance-covariance matrix is not positive 
definite, but is semi-definite. This specification can lead to simpler parameter estimation for 
Gaussian Markov random field formulations (Besag and Kooperberg 1995). Additionally, note 
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that the incorporation of spatially autoregressive error assumes the underlying system is an areal 
spatial process. Data are collected on well-defined plots that are uniformly affected by which 
rodent groups are allowed access and, more importantly, the fact that those rodent groups 
differentially affect the structure of the plant community on those plots (Guo and Brown 1996, 
Brown 1998). As a result, similarities between plots and the processes occurring therein are 
primarily categorical in nature, though some continuity likely still exists. In some cases with 
areal spatial data it may be appropriate to use a geostatistical model for the errors, however, here 
we have only a few areal regions that are irregularly arranged (Figure 1) and not fully connected. 
Thus, we retain the use of an areal spatial CAR model for the errors which can be fit using the 
previously described INLA procedure. 
Additional group-specific error: To account for additional group-specific error in the data 
after differencing, unstructured error zg,plot, which is i.i.d normally distributed with precision τg, 
is also incorporated. Though resource availability is one of the most, if not the most, important 
factors affecting energy dynamics in a resource-limited system, a great deal of uncertainty still 
remains in this process. Most obviously, the covariates precipitation and NDVI are only 
predictors of the actual resource availability at the site each year. More complex sources of 
uncertainty are also likely operating that affect the level of resource availability ultimately 
perceived by the rodent community. Competitive effects, within and between groups, should 
alter the overall change in energy use through processes independent of our measure of resource 
availability (e.g. saturation of territories) and interacting with resource availability (i.e. perceived 
resource availability should be higher under relatively low rodent densities and lower under 
relatively high densities). This is not a closed system, allowing for immigration processes to also 
add sources of uncertainty that are unrelated to resource availability at the site (emigration from 
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other undesirable habitat, and of uncompetitive subadults) and interactive with resource 
availability at the site (immigration during good years, emigration during bad years). These are 
all processes that vary between groups in their magnitude and relevance due to group-level 
differences in life history, behavior, and perception and use of resources, motivating a group-
specific error effect to account for uncertainty from these sources.  
Thus, the process assumes that change in rodent energy use is a direct effect of the 
seasons of the current year and previous two year’s precipitation or NDVI, but also accounts for 
residual error in group-level processes and due to spatial autocorrelation. 
Parameter Models The regression coefficients are modeled as normally distributed, and 
the hyperparameters for the data and process precision are assigned vague gamma priors: 
β ~ N(0,I) 
τy ׽ Gamma(1, 0.001), τplot ׽ Gamma(1, 0.001), τg ׽ Gamma(1, 0.001) 
Posterior The full posterior is now: 





߬௬ሺݕ௦,௚,௧,௣௟௢௧െμ௚,௧,௣௟௢௧ሻଶቁ௦,௚,௧,௣௟௢௧ א ௃               (3) 
where x = {{βk}, {zt,plot}, {εg,plot}, {µg,t,plot}} and θ = (τy, τplot, τg).   
This model was implemented in R (R Development Core Team 2011) using the package 
INLA, which uses the INLA methodology to provide approximations of the posterior marginals 
with improved accuracy and computing time but in a black-box implementation that provides 





A Moran’s I test of the residuals over all years confirmed remaining spatial 
autocorrelation in the error requiring the incorporation of the ICAR component (p=0.057). 
Successful models (based on DIC) included uncorrelated group-specific error and spatial 
autocorrelation. Winter and summer precipitation both have a significant effect on changes in 
rodent energy use, but appear to be relevant at different time scales and have important group-
level differences (Table 2). NDVI similarly shows significant seasonal and group-level effects, 
but diverges in summer and winter timescales of the effect (Table 3). In both cases, important 
differences in group-level and treatment type effects exist, though effect sizes are generally 
larger in the NDVI model. To estimate the total effects of precipitation and NDVI for each 
group, which are the estimates of real interest, marginal distributions for linear combinations of 
the relevant parameters were calculated in INLA. These marginal distributions are used for 
biological inference of the total effects of each season on each group, rather than the marginal 
distributions of the individual parameters (Figures 5-8). There were no apparent interactive 
effects between group and treatment type, so these terms were not included. Models using 
precipitation or NDVI as predictors of resource availability perform similarly at predicting 
rodent energy use based on a simple calculation of the coefficient of determination (r2 = 0.258 
and 0.209, respectively) and consistently underpredict the magnitude of change in rodent energy 
use for which resource availability is responsible (Figure 10). However, the majority of this 
variability for which the model fails to account appears to come mainly from the Dipodomys and 





 Primarily, these models confirm that high levels of a resource indicator, be it 
precipitation or NDVI, lead to positive changes in rodent energy use, a key result for this 
resource-limited desert system. However, these analyses have also confirmed that the seasonality 
of the precipitation regime and its subsequent effect on vegetation produces crucial differences in 
how the rodent groups utilize these resources. Precipitation is a complex indicator of resource 
availability. In the desert, a single moisture event can induce seeds to sprout and grow, but does 
not ensure that plant will set seed, the actual resource shared by the rodent groups. Consistent 
levels of high moisture are needed for plants, especially annuals, to produce seeds, but the exact 
timing and amount, as well as interactions with temperature, can affect this outcome. NDVI is 
more closely related to seed production, assuming robust plants will produce higher NDVI 
readings and more seeds. However, NDVI is also most readily interpreted as a different resource 
not shared equally between the groups. Tall vegetative cover provides safe foraging habitat 
primarily for the Chaetodipus group. NDVI values are consistently lower in the desert compared 
to other systems, but this is especially true in the first half of the year compared to the second 
half at Portal (Figure 3). Due to low temperatures, plants are dormant until March and what 
vegetation does grow before July may be difficult to detect from satellite imagery. The exception 
is perennial shrubs which already have stature from previous years’ growth and just need to leaf 
out to be detected as tall green vegetative cover.  
The inclusion of current-season and the previous two years of seasonal 
precipitation/NDVI in the same model is accounting for the residual effects of an increase in 
resources after the first season in which rodent energy begins to change. For example, if a lag in 
precipitation drops off, or even becomes negative in its effect, that is an indication that the ability 
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of precipitation to affect positive changes in rodent energy has finally worn off. This is the point 
at which the community is no longer able to grow on previous resources and will crash, resulting 
in a negative change. If the lagged effect of precipitation/NDVI continues to remain high, 
however, it indicates that the community does not lose its residual effects from that resource and 
continues to grow on previous resources (over the time lags analyzed). A lag in the effect of 
resources is likely not directly affecting all the same individuals as it did in its original year, as 
desert rodents are relatively short-lived. Rather, it is most significantly affecting subsequent 
generations of rodents through a cascade of energy availability. For a 1-year lag, this could 
reasonably represent the effect of increasing population growth through reproductive effort. A 2-
year time lag, however, is too long for that same energy to still be affecting a female’s 
reproductive effort, and likely represents only resources directly available to individuals through 
the seed bank or perennial growth.      
Precipitation: Group-level effects High summer precipitation tends to affect positive 
changes in Dipodomys species’ energy use. This effect becomes more pronounced in the next 
summer season and remains in the year following as well (Figure 6). A marginal effect of the 
previous year’s winter precipitation may also be present. Dipodomys are the largest-bodied 
granivore group at the site, giving them longer, slower life histories, and likely a delayed 
response in their population growth to available resources. However, their slower response may 
also prevent them from increasing population densities too much and crashing in the following 
year. The fact that they remain positively affected after a 2-year lag likely reflects this life 
history trade-off.  
Chaetodipus species are positively affected by both summer and winter precipitation 
(Figures 6, 7). Summer precipitation has a strong effect on energy increases, but it drops off 
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dramatically after the first year. The negative response may indicate a very ephemeral resource 
that the smaller, shorter-lived Chaetodipus are able to take advantage of quickly and efficiently 
but does not sustain protracted increases in energy use. Winter precipitation, however affects 
positive changes in energy usage that propagate even into a third season. This should represent a 
more reliable long-term resource for Chaetodipus use.    
Murids are also marginally positively affected by the current season’s summer 
precipitation (Figure 6), a result which coincides with what is known about the occurrence of 
murids in desert environments. The murid species caught at Portal are generalists, not strongly 
adapted to the desert environment like the heteromyids are, and are thus weak competitors. 
Murids are rare at the site, but colonize and increase rapidly in lush summers when resources are 
abundant and coexistence is not so limiting.  
Precipitation: Dipodomys removal effects The most prominent effects of precipitation 
were seen on the removal plots, where positive changes in rodent energy are affected by high 
precipitation in both seasons and at all time scales. This is significantly different from either the 
Chaetodipus or the murid results on the control plots. The removal plots are designed to remove 
the dominant competitors. This may have the effect of freeing up resources and relieving the 
remaining groups from the worst effects of competition. A weakening of competitive dynamics 
could remove interactions between the effects of resource availability and competition that may 
dampen the positive effects of resource availability. This makes the positive relationship between 
precipitation and change in rodent energy use much simpler and more straightforward. 
Furthermore, the persistence of this positive change in the next two years may indicate that the 
removal of strong competition may remove an interaction that also dampens the effects of 
resource availability over time. Without competition from Dipodomys suppressing their energy 
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use, the remaining groups may sustain longer periods of increased growth off the same resources. 
Relief from competition is further supported by the fact that there were no differences detected 
between Chaetodipus and murids on the removal plots. Pocket mice are not able to fully utilize 
freed up resources, because they do not forage in open microhabitats. Murids may be more 
willing to forage in freed-up Dipodomys territories, and so may perform better on the Dipodomys 
removal plots. 
Vegetation: Group-level effects Dipodomys are strongly affected by NDVI following 
summer rains in the current season and the previous summer, but only weakly affected by NDVI 
following winter rains two years previous (Figures 7 & 8). Lush summer vegetation likely 
produces an abundant crop of seeds that can sustain higher energy use as well as high 
reproductive effort at the end of the year. 
Chaetodipus growth is supported by high vegetative growth following summer rains in 
the current season and the post-winter vegetation of two-years previous. It is reasonable that lush 
summer vegetation should be as beneficial to Chaetodipus as it is to Dipodomys, as it represents 
a common resource. Chaetodipus can also use dense summer annual vegetation as protective 
cover in place of shrub cover, further increasing their resource availability in lush summers. 
Dependence of Chaetodipus energy use on summer vegetation may be limited to the current 
season, however, due to the tendency of this group to grow rapidly and overshoot resource 
availability in the next year. Additionally, if most of the vegetation that summer is annual, 
protective cover will not be propagated into the next summer and total foraging area will go 
down. Post-winter vegetation represents a longer-term resource in the form of perennial shrubs. 
A two-year lag in the importance of post-winter vegetation may indicate that perennial shrubs are 
more important as a microhabitat resource over the long term than as a seed source in the current 
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year. The long-term increase in shrub cover will increase foraging habitat for Chaetodipus and 
make them better able to utilize resources in the years following a good year for shrub growth. 
Shrub cover effects could occur on even longer than two-year lags, since they are effectively a 
permanent increase in resource availability (over a fixed time period). Note that Chaetodipus use 
of shrub microhabitats for protection does not require the shrubs to be leafed out, perhaps 
explaining why vegetation post-winter in the current season is not a good predictor of change in 
energy use for this group. 
Murids show positive responses to post-summer vegetative cover. As previously noted, 
murids will colonize in a lush summer to take advantage of improved habitat suitability. This can 
include the improved microclimate created by dense live vegetation in addition to greater seed 
production and availability of green vegetation, which murids will also eat. That this effect also 
occurs on a two-year time lag may represent the boom and bust cycles of murids at the site. 
Vegetation: Dipodomys removal effects Responses of Chaetodipus and murids on the 
removals plots show a pattern most similar to that of Dipodomys on the control plots. More 
available resources in post-summer vegetation allow them to continue increased energy use into 
a second year. Winter vegetation may not be as critical, as they have moved to the preferred 
resource, summer annuals. Clearly, removal of the dominant competitor allows the remaining 
groups to utilize the full suite of resources availability to them and increase their energy use 
similar to the more dominant group.  
Though this method performed well at detecting reasonable and biologically meaningful 
effects of precipitation and vegetation, it can be improved upon by incorporating non-linear and 
interactive effects of these covariates. The models underpredict the largest increases in rodent 
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energy use and overpredict the largest decreases (Figure 10). Colonization and extinction are 
clearly occurring in the actual rodent data, which can create larger fluxes than based on the local 
community and interact with resource availability. Extreme immigration events should inflate 
energy use in the best years and extreme emigration should drastically reduce it in the worst 
years. Extreme precipitation events also have the potential to negatively impact the rodent 
community (Thibault and Brown 2008). Competitive effects will also interact with resource 
availability. In exceptionally good years rodent groups will effectively be released from 
competitive effects, and energy use in those years should increase well beyond expected. 
Conversely, in exceptionally bad years rodent groups will suffer disproportionately from 
competitive effects. However, the effects of competition are more complex even that these non-
linearities. A year of moderately good resource availability is likely to increase Dipodomys 
energy use, which should then have a negative impact on Chaetodipus energy use. The fact that 
the majority of these unexpectedly large changes in rodent energy use occur in specific groups 
further supports the possibility that it is the suggested competition-based interactions with 
resource availability creating non-linearities in the responses that are unfittable with the current 
model structure (Figure 11). Competitive interactions should be most relevant for the two most 
directly competing groups, the Dipodomys and Chaetodipus species on the control plots. Thus, it 
is primarily in these two groups that directional and disproportionately large changes should 
occur. If, as was discussed above, Chaetodipus on the Dipodomys removal plots are effectively 
released from competition, non-linearities in the effect of resource availability should not be a 
problem. Of course, intra-group interactions are still occurring and could still be contributing to 
non-linear responses in the data. Also discussed above is the reduced role of murids in this 
system which will primarily respond to resource availability in the current season very rapidly 
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but briefly. For murids, their presence at the site is too ephemeral to be greatly impacted by 
interactions with the presence of other species in how they perceive resources and variability is 
likely primarily controlled by relatively neutral stochastic processes. Thus, despite great 
variability in even their presence at the site, the model handles this uncertainty in the murid data 
well. A two-process model combining resource availability processes and competitive processes 
should prove the most enlightening for how coexistence is achieved in high-diversity resource-
limited systems.  
Separately analyzing the effects of precipitation and vegetative cover on rodent energy 
use has uncovered many of the expected direct relationships, nonlinearities, and uncertainties in 
using each as a predictor of rodent response. Combining the information contained in the 
precipitation and NDVI models produces a picture of rodent community energy use that is 
sustained by strong resource partitioning and overall efficient resource utilization. Precipitation 
effects clearly but indirectly filter through vegetative effects to create an overall dynamic 
predictor of resource availability. For example, a good year for summer precipitation will result 
in lush post-summer vegetation the following year, both of which have a 2-year effect on 
Dipodomys energy use (compare Figures 6 & 8). The firm relationship between summer 
precipitation, plants, and Dipodomys is also supported by evidence that summer precipitation is 
the most important abiotic factor controlling Dipodomys population dynamics (Lima et al. 2008). 
Overall resource relationships in the other two groups are not so straightforward, owing to two 
seasons of importance and complexities in how these groups perceive resources. Chaetodipus are 
still reliant on the summer annual community for seed availability, but are also dependent on 
shrub cover in order to utilize this resource. The importance of long-term consistent winter 
precipitation for shrub growth is crucial to the ability of Chaetodipus to make use of summer 
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resources and increase its energy use. This is a strong indication that the precipitation regime 
may actually be ultimately responsible, at least in part, for the changes in rodent community 
composition to favor pocket mice over the last 11 years. General murid patterns of energy use 
are difficult to ascertain due to their rarity at the site, but the results support the idea that higher 
than average summer precipitation creates a lush summer annual community in the following 
year, which draws in murids to an otherwise unsuitable habitat. The results on the Dipodomys 
removal plots elucidate some of the competitive effects which have dampened direct responses 
of Chaetodipus and murids on the control plots. The removals are not merely a reflection of the 
dynamics that are seen in Chatodipus and the murids on the control plots. This would be 
expected if these species had fixed traits related to resource use that defined their responses to 
climate change. Instead, the removal plots appear to contain a community which is much more 
efficient at using resources than would be expected from the control plot results. In particular, 
results from the Dipodomys removals may indicate that direct competition from this group may 
be more important than predation avoidance, and that Chaetodipus will utilize open 
microhabitats if not occupied.  
Biotic interactions do in fact appear to dampen the ability of the community to respond to 
changes in climate and subsequent resource availability. When the full community is intact, the 
ability of Chaetodipus to alter its patterns of resource use coincident with increasing shrub cover 
is indicative of compensatory dynamics combined with resource partitioning dynamics and 
supports Chaetodipus’ general ability to compensate for decreased Dipodomys energy on the 
control plots (Ernest and Brown 2001b, Figure 12). When competitive effects are reduced, rodent 
energy use responds strongly to summer annual production as a result of summer precipitation 
and benefits from continued growth in subsequent years (Figure 13). If communities in general 
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are as strongly released from competitive effects as the rodent community at Portal, observed 
responses will vary greatly depending on how dominant community members are affected by 
climate change. As a result, accounting for biotic interactions that reduce species’ ability to 
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Parameter  mean  sd  0.05quant  0.95quant 
β  (Intercept)  ‐0.23707  0.05078  ‐0.32066  ‐0.15340 
Summer  0.00013  0.00007  0.00001  0.00025 
Summer_lag  0.00058  0.00008  0.00045  0.00072 
Summer_lag2  0.00059  0.00008  0.00045  0.00072 
Winter  0.00016  0.00021  ‐0.00018  0.00050 
Winter_lag  0.00029  0.00021  ‐0.00006  0.00063 
Winter_lag2  ‐0.00009  0.00020  ‐0.00043  0.00024 
Dipodomys removals  ‐0.15621  0.04970  ‐0.23803  ‐0.07431 
Chaetodipus  ‐0.06702  0.06703  ‐0.17733  0.04342 
Murids  0.18563  0.06444  0.07957  0.29180 
Summer*Dipodomys removals  0.00013  0.00007  0.00001  0.00025 
Summer_lag*Dipodomys removals  0.00009  0.00008  ‐0.00004  0.00022 
Summer_lag2*Dipodomys removals  ‐0.00003  0.00008  ‐0.00017  0.00011 
Winter*Dipodomys removals  0.00058  0.00021  0.00024  0.00092 
Winter_lag*Dipodomys removals  0.00054  0.00021  0.00020  0.00089 
Winter_lag2*Dipodomys removals  0.00050  0.00020  0.00016  0.00083 
Summer*Chaetodipus  0.00014  0.00010  ‐0.00002  0.00030 
Summer_lag*Chaetodipus  ‐0.00021  0.00011  ‐0.00038  ‐0.00003 
Summer_lag2*Chaetodipus  ‐0.00111  0.00011  ‐0.00129  ‐0.00093 
Winter*Chaetodipus  0.00125  0.00027  0.00080  0.00170 
Winter_lag*Chaetodipus  0.00077  0.00028  0.00031  0.00122 
Winter_lag2*Chaetodipus  0.00129  0.00027  0.00085  0.00173 
Summer*Murids  ‐0.00008  0.00009  ‐0.00023  0.00008 
Summer_lag*Murids  ‐0.00040  0.00010  ‐0.00057  ‐0.00023 
Summer_lag2*Murids  ‐0.00054  0.00011  ‐0.00072  ‐0.00037 
Winter*Murids  ‐0.00004  0.00026  ‐0.00048  0.00039 
Winter_lag*Murids  ‐0.00029  0.00027  ‐0.00073  0.00014 
Winter_lag2*Murids  0.00009  0.00026  ‐0.00034  0.00051 
τy   Precision for the Gaussian observations  189.10  189.10  6.47  178.70 
τplot Precision for plot    136200.00  136200.00  50440.00  67770.00 
τg      Precision for group  19000.00  19000.00  18380.00  2251.00 
 
Table 2: Parameter and hyperparameter estimates and 90% credible intervals from INLA for the 
precipitation model, including additional interactive effects of the experimental plots 





  mean  sd  0.05quant  0.95quant 
Winter_Chaetodipus  0.00141  0.00018  0.00111  0.00171 
Winter_Murids  0.00012  0.00016  ‐0.00015  0.00038 
Winter_removals  0.00074  0.00029  0.00026  0.00122 
Winter_lag_Chaetodipus  0.00093  0.00020  0.00059  0.00126 
Winter_lag_Murids  ‐0.00013  0.00019  ‐0.00044  0.00018 
Winter_lag_removals  0.00070  0.00029  0.00022  0.00118 
Winter_lag2_Chaetodipus  0.00145  0.00020  0.00112  0.00177 
Winter_lag2_Murids  0.00025  0.00018  ‐0.00005  0.00054 
Winter_lag2_removals  0.00066  0.00029  0.00018  0.00113 
Summer_Chaetodipus  0.00027  0.00006  0.00016  0.00037 
Summer_Murids  0.00005  0.00006  ‐0.00004  0.00015 
Summer_removals  0.00026  0.00010  0.00009  0.00043 
Summer_lag_Chaetodipus  ‐0.00008  0.00012  ‐0.00028  0.00012 
Summer_lag_Murids  ‐0.00027  0.00012  ‐0.00046  ‐0.00008 
Summer_lag_removals  0.00022  0.00011  0.00004  0.00040 
Summer_lag2_Chaetodipus  ‐0.00098  0.00015  ‐0.00122  ‐0.00073 
Summer_lag2_Murids  ‐0.00041  0.00014  ‐0.00065  ‐0.00018 
Summer_lag2_removals  0.00010  0.00011  ‐0.00009  0.00028 
 
Table 3: Linear combination estimates and 90% credible intervals from INLA for the 














Parameter  mean  sd  0.05quant  0.95quant 
β  Intercept  ‐0.0947  0.1067  ‐0.2703  0.0811 
Post‐winter  ‐0.6403  0.3888  ‐1.2802  0.0004 
Post‐winter_lag  ‐0.1542  0.1640  ‐0.4241  0.1160 
Post‐winter_lag2  0.2810  0.1673  0.0057  0.5566 
Post‐summer  0.5987  0.1654  0.3264  0.8713 
Post‐summer_lag  0.5688  0.1394  0.3393  0.7986 
Post‐summer_lag2  ‐0.4470  0.1594  ‐0.7094  ‐0.1844 
Dipodomys removals  0.0715  0.1062  ‐0.1034  0.2465 
Chaetodipus  ‐0.0191  0.1405  ‐0.2503  0.2124 
Murids  ‐0.0597  0.1348  ‐0.2816  0.1625 
Post‐winter*Dipodomys removals  ‐0.4985  0.3889  ‐1.1387  0.1424 
Post‐winter_lag*Dipodomys removals  0.1119  0.1640  ‐0.1581  0.3821 
Post‐winter_lag2*Dipodomys removals  0.2376  0.1673  ‐0.0378  0.5133 
Post‐summer*Dipodomys removals  0.0800  0.1654  ‐0.1923  0.3526 
Post‐summer_lag*Dipodomys removals  0.1573  0.1395  ‐0.0723  0.3871 
Post‐summer_lag2*Dipodomys removals  ‐0.3581  0.1594  ‐0.6205  ‐0.0954 
Post‐winter*Chaetodipus  0.7673  0.5114  ‐0.0746  1.6101 
Post‐winter_lag*Chaetodipus  0.1086  0.2157  ‐0.2465  0.4640 
Post‐winter_lag2*Chaetodipus  1.5580  0.2200  1.1958  1.9206 
Post‐summer*Chaetodipus  ‐0.1987  0.2176  ‐0.5569  0.1599 
Post‐summer_lag*Chaetodipus  ‐0.6549  0.1834  ‐0.9568  ‐0.3526 
Post‐summer_lag2*Chaetodipus  ‐1.1195  0.2097  ‐1.4647  ‐0.7740 
Post‐winter*Murids  0.8193  0.4907  0.0116  1.6279 
Post‐winter_lag*Murids  0.0615  0.2069  ‐0.2792  0.4025 
Post‐winter_lag2*Murids  0.1439  0.2111  ‐0.2036  0.4918 
Post‐summer*Murids  ‐0.2253  0.2088  ‐0.5690  0.1187 
Post‐summer_lag*Murids  ‐0.5471  0.1760  ‐0.8368  ‐0.2571 
Post‐summer_lag2*Murids  0.1329  0.2012  ‐0.1983  0.4644 
τy       Precision for the Gausian observations  177.32  177.32  6.06  167.49 
τplot Precision for plot  135993.46  135993.46  50418.24  67520.92 
τg      Precision for group  19087.38  19087.38  18411.12  2271.96 
 
Table 4: Parameter and hyperparameter estimates and 90% credible intervals from INLA for the 
NDVI model, including additional interactive effects of the experimental plots (Dipodomys 






  mean  sd  0.05quant  0.95quant 
Post‐Winter_Chaetodipus  0.1270  0.3363  ‐0.4266  0.6813 
Post‐Winter_Murids  0.1790  0.3038  ‐0.3211  0.6797 
Post‐Winter_removals  ‐1.1388  0.5444  ‐2.0349  ‐0.2417 
Post‐Winter_lag_Chaetodipus  ‐0.5317  0.4552  ‐1.2810  0.2185 
Post‐Winter_lag_Murids  ‐0.5788  0.4511  ‐1.3214  0.1646 
Post‐Winter_lag_removals  ‐0.5284  0.4222  ‐1.2233  0.1673 
Post‐Winter_lag2_Chaetodipus  0.9178  0.4738  0.1379  1.6985 
Post‐Winter_lag2_Murids  ‐0.4964  0.4697  ‐1.2695  0.2776 
Post‐Winter_lag2_removals  ‐0.4026  0.4238  ‐1.1003  0.2958 
Post‐Summer_Chaetodipus  0.4000  0.1431  0.1645  0.6358 
Post‐Summer_Murids  0.3734  0.1293  0.1606  0.5864 
Post‐Summer_removals  0.6787  0.2316  0.2974  1.0604 
Post‐Summer_lag_Chaetodipus  ‐0.0562  0.2416  ‐0.4539  0.3420 
Post‐Summer_lag_Murids  0.0516  0.2360  ‐0.3369  0.4406 
Post‐Summer_lag_removals  0.7560  0.2162  0.4001  1.1124 
Post‐Summer_lag2_Chaetodipus  ‐0.5208  0.2941  ‐1.0050  ‐0.0361 
Post‐Summer_lag2_Murids  0.7316  0.2881  0.2573  1.2064 
Post‐Summer_lag2_removals  0.2406  0.2304  ‐0.1386  0.6203 
 
Table 5: Linear combination estimates and 90% credible intervals from INLA for the NDVI 
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Figure 1: Layout of the experimental plots used for rodent mark-recapture. Controls allow equal access to 
all groups, while Dipodomys removals selectively exclude Dipodomys species only. Rodent removals 
exclude all rodents and were not used in the analysis. Dotted lines connect plots considered neighbors in 




Figure 2: Heteromyid species caught at Portal. From left to right in each row: Dipodomys ordii, 











Figure 4: Yearly average rodent energy flux on the control plots and the removals, from which 




Figure 5: Marginal distributions estimating the combined linear effect of winter precipitation on 





Figure 6: Marginal distributions estimating the combined linear effect of summer precipitation 




Figure 7: Marginal distributions estimating the combined linear effect of post-winter NDVI on 
change in rodent energy use, for each rodent group and the removal plots. 
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 Figure 8: Marginal distributions estimating the combined linear effect of post-summer NDVI on 








Figure 9: Marginal distributions of the hyperparameters, the precision τz, τt, and τplot, for the two 




Figure 10: Observed vs expected y values for the two resource models. Each model 
underpredicts the magnitude of changes as a result of resource availability and explains only a 




Figure 11: Densities of the observed and expected y values for each group from each resource 
model. The models appear to have the most trouble fitting the wide range of variability in energy 
changes in the Chaetodipus and Dipodomys groups, while it fits the Dipodomys removal and 





Figure 12: Interpretation of overall results on the control plots, in which the full community is 






Figure 13: Interpretation of overall results on the removal plots, in which the dominant 
community member is removed, reducing biotic interactions. Arrow size represents strength of 




























Appendix A: Data 
Raw rodent data (standard two-letter species codes are used) 
year  plot  DM  DO  DS  PB  PF  PP  BA  PE  PL  RX 
1999  1  310.0549  203.0956  0  100.8403  0  79.97731  0  0  56.78618  0 
1999  2  142.536  154.1781  240.8779  99.84089  0  85.36415  0  49.72407  98.92469  34.29663 
1999  3  103.7632  83.62558  0  392.3138  0  63.89263  0  0  57.80019  38.95559 
1999  4  727.6463  0  0  56.27847  0  93.93494  0  0  59.75966  0 
1999  6  136.3604  0  0  94.66437  0  58.91311  0  0  70.17216  31.99722 
1999  8  233.9596  324.2738  0  102.0277  0  89.01517  0  0  0  0 
1999  9  476.1859  128.2753  0  88.79954  0  76.01671  0  0  0  0 
1999  11  284.6042  202.6971  0  0  0  101.9582  0  0  0  0 
1999  12  631.7403  152.5657  0  86.42112  0  96.20725  0  0  47.6375  34.3682 
1999  13  333.7559  0  0  215.3722  0  38.93395  0  0  0  0 
1999  14  228.7817  0  0  0  0  82.8456  0  0  0  0 
1999  15  0  0  0  76.30078  0  168.3194  0  0  69.25973  31.97718 
1999  17  456.4788  103.8977  0  0  0  69.92694  0  0  0  0 
1999  18  0  0  0  223.5775  0  58.44861  0  0  54.81551  79.8986 
1999  19  63.61613  0  0  408.5311  0  47.60575  0  0  59.63449  0 
1999  20  0  0  0  87.08632  0  118.0402  0  0  64.87614  54.15677 
1999  21  213.4165  0  0  293.5165  0  80.33248  0  0  0  27.06635 
1999  22  390.689  0  0  209.1673  0  31.99722  0  0  0  0 
2000  1  161.616  215.1338  0  165.3342  0  210.4911  0  61.69794  0  0 
2000  2  96.79017  149.4887  0  345.6276  0  136.8418  0  59.75966  0  37.8207 
2000  3  0  0  0  464.7793  0  56.23397  0  113.5724  0  0 
2000  4  211.1401  0  0  267.4431  0  140.8158  0  0  0  0 
2000  6  0  106.9892  0  213.9036  0  157.373  0  0  0  33.01097 
2000  8  97.55883  294.3295  0  198.1301  0  128.024  0  0  0  0 
2000  9  398.1193  98.85566  0  140.1801  0  153.4257  0  0  0  45.52 
2000  11  200.4  108.59  0  148.0887  0  139.2778  0  0  0  0 
2000  12  183.5451  181.5258  0  140.6067  0  155.3667  0  0  0  0 
2000  13  0  0  0  255.6643  0  86.68698  0  49.72407  0  0 
2000  14  341.9662  0  0  61.69794  0  156.6852  0  0  0  0 
2000  15  0  0  0  0  0  195.8453  0  0  0  0 
2000  17  429.3306  151.8418  0  78.25935  0  118.6408  0  0  0  0 
2000  18  0  0  0  336.0892  0  56.36228  0  0  0  0 
2000  19  0  0  0  235.6196  0  122.1617  0  0  0  0 
2000  20  0  0  0  151.0324  0  101.3257  0  0  0  29.56611 
2000  21  0  0  0  357.0675  0  68.73826  0  0  0  0 
2000  22  170.7621  0  0  378.0341  0  59.07299  0  0  0  0 
2001  1  97.53249  196.2079  0  188.3607  0  143.1667  0  0  0  0 
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2001  2  225.7938  154.7733  0  152.1504  0  123.2592  0  99.99508  0  34.3682 
2001  3  204.0579  111.7585  0  442.6558  24.48701  135.9815  0  59.74907  0  0 
2001  4  285.8281  193.8911  0  175.9994  50.83356  116.6233  0  0  0  0 
2001  6  0  0  0  475.415  0  147.6442  0  0  67.39615  0 
2001  8  95.92373  324.1815  0  303.1803  0  233.8938  0  0  57.80019  0 
2001  9  498.5859  0  0  0  0  88.79341  0  0  0  0 
2001  11  329.4376  202.4649  0  201.3396  0  82.95589  0  49.72407  0  0 
2001  12  170.6405  249.0411  0  0  0  162.5632  0  55.8104  0  0 
2001  13  0  0  0  327.6174  41.18208  80.02217  0  53.8127  0  0 
2001  14  579.653  108.5079  0  56.14441  24.48701  111.8337  0  0  74.75385  0 
2001  15  0  0  0  165.0397  28.31623  146.1782  0  0  0  0 
2001  17  549.8844  0  0  175.8009  45.52  94.29716  0  0  0  27.06635 
2001  18  0  0  0  319.7165  28.64052  47.6375  0  59.75966  0  57.73748 
2001  19  0  0  0  235.2478  29.56611  106.241  0  45.45307  0  45.52 
2001  20  0  0  0  307.6666  27.06635  126.2402  0  64.97159  0  47.90138 
2001  21  0  0  0  537.4358  0  0  0  0  0  0 
2001  22  140.4312  0  0  298.6856  24.48701  63.30981  0  0  0  0 
2002  1  152.9567  259.5692  0  177.4427  0  209.8796  0  0  0  27.06635 
2002  2  145.1531  177.6155  0  316.1312  0  112.3138  0  78.53475  0  63.75217 
2002  3  302.4772  274.4106  0  570.3272  27.89961  216.2972  0  56.73989  51.78184  0 
2002  4  302.4752  272.668  0  204.2088  34.74514  173.0162  0  57.80019  0  0 
2002  6  78.34255  224.0602  0  639.3801  24.43994  176.8901  0  74.75385  0  0 
2002  8  109.8442  546.1787  0  197.8355  0  191.1194  0  0  0  0 
2002  9  441.312  102.1376  0  106.7161  24.48701  253.0229  0  57.78899  0  0 
2002  11  282.0432  321.3218  0  96.83896  0  125.5148  0  125.1963  0  0 
2002  12  167.4014  292.5455  0  126.0314  0  226.0946  0  76.94426  0  0 
2002  13  0  170.2465  0  416.3902  24.48701  76.17632  0  51.78184  0  0 
2002  14  627.9583  0  0  0  24.48701  84.50938  0  0  0  0 
2002  15  125.0386  93.87485  0  348.0884  0  184.3539  0  61.53621  0  40.48562 
2002  17  445.3242  106.9892  0  277.3097  0  105.0749  0  0  0  0 
2002  18  0  0  0  554.9899  0  0  0  107.5243  0  35.52701 
2002  19  100.5034  0  0  380.4063  0  136.2676  0  54.51812  0  68.68304 
2002  20  83.62558  0  0  438.4345  0  62.84692  0  52.53354  0  31.99722 
2002  21  0  0  0  639.1361  0  0  0  0  0  0 
2002  22  148.24  0  0  434.133  0  50.66916  0  0  0  0 
2003  1  71.69262  313.2662  0  133.7973  27.8502  298.5745  0  49.71447  0  54.99623 
2003  2  94.93844  97.20795  0  382.8307  0  202.5184  0  119.4952  0  34.35041 
2003  3  122.7695  173.9355  0  497.0789  27.02656  260.5963  0  63.89952  0  65.17993 
2003  4  114.917  475.7486  177.2278  204.8999  32.51973  195.2386  0  0  0  0 
2003  6  76.44265  276.2113  0  654.067  36.92172  154.5481  0  86.37613  0  0 
2003  8  186.6756  336.4467  0  215.5291  50.5028  127.0449  0  0  0  0 
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2003  9  357.3906  61.69794  0  215.0307  27.03982  187.2442  0  85.35246  0  0 
2003  11  208.6863  395.403  0  115.9694  0  205.6767  0  82.28338  0  0 
2003  12  275.6367  339.5066  0  135.0096  0  289.3238  0  73.58887  0  35.37409 
2003  13  118.5621  261.8564  0  349.1649  38.94874  165.4461  0  83.76319  0  0 
2003  14  613.5671  0  0  51.78184  26.55049  152.9891  0  51.78184  0  34.3682 
2003  15  137.3169  0  0  588.0543  21.7754  70.90884  0  90.4566  0  29.56611 
2003  17  510.4329  0  0  420.2614  0  120.3187  0  0  0  0 
2003  18  0  0  0  743.4417  0  70.5949  0  56.80925  0  27.06635 
2003  19  0  0  0  460.7461  0  208.1207  0  77.01321  0  27.06635 
2003  20  93.87485  110.9757  0  533.4014  0  99.78988  0  59.10651  0  36.10556 
2003  21  117.6582  0  0  666.3021  34.26298  64.88951  0  65.51523  0  35.52701 
2003  22  212.1897  111.7684  0  424.5431  0  121.3121  0  0  0  0 
2004  1  94.71054  145.2707  0  195.8259  0  222.7469  0  72.93789  0  0 
2004  2  87.90755  0  0  298.2726  0  177.0986  0  97.31206  0  0 
2004  3  0  116.4805  0  296.6065  46.62089  275.9346  0  0  0  0 
2004  4  142.5291  312.7688  0  132.554  0  250.1135  0  0  0  0 
2004  6  0  0  0  234.3405  0  186.9815  0  53.8127  0  0 
2004  8  203.1713  212.5535  0  124.6998  0  129.9968  0  0  0  0 
2004  9  384.877  130.7834  0  96.10263  0  92.82691  0  0  0  0 
2004  11  239.6381  248.4691  0  98.89053  0  154.7842  0  0  0  0 
2004  12  158.8298  226.0505  0  0  0  128.6304  0  53.8127  0  0 
2004  13  0  0  0  198.0878  27.06635  109.1483  0  55.81832  0  29.56611 
2004  14  449.408  219.887  0  65.51523  0  104.4742  0  0  0  0 
2004  15  158.568  0  0  202.6841  0  142.8052  0  0  0  0 
2004  17  369.895  0  0  139.5243  0  96.86442  0  0  0  0 
2004  18  0  0  0  250.6889  0  53.27077  0  0  0  0 
2004  19  0  0  0  151.0537  0  96.78686  0  0  0  0 
2004  20  131.2354  0  0  183.6396  0  109.3437  0  59.75966  49.72407  0 
2004  21  0  0  0  256.4621  24.48701  45.86179  0  0  0  0 
2004  22  128.1748  0  0  424.4994  0  61.06699  0  0  0  0 
2005  1  85.3384  197.4114  0  256.8573  0  261.6732  0  0  0  0 
2005  2  111.2911  123.1517  0  390.3977  0  217.9274  0  95.31574  57.80019  31.99722 
2005  3  0  0  0  593.4151  24.48701  224.2029  0  51.6601  0  0 
2005  4  0  470.4341  0  110.278  46.30053  374.9985  0  0  0  0 
2005  6  0  231.2076  0  311.9691  0  167.7503  0  57.80019  0  27.06635 
2005  8  0  474.1844  0  117.2725  21.81352  429.1648  0  0  0  0 
2005  9  292.2056  195.6649  0  94.66691  0  153.3059  0  0  0  38.95559 
2005  11  299.3966  0  0  192.0958  0  259.4753  0  0  0  0 
2005  12  125.4782  180.5517  0  82.7391  0  273.8604  0  0  0  31.99722 
2005  13  0  0  0  410.9859  0  95.51797  0  0  0  0 
2005  14  270.5406  143.0124  0  185.5491  0  229.9836  0  0  0  0 
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2005  15  0  0  0  291.4288  0  177.1025  0  0  57.80019  0 
2005  17  312.1732  0  0  243.3025  0  257.7256  0  0  0  0 
2005  18  0  0  0  295.6547  0  212.8442  0  78.68819  0  0 
2005  19  43.36913  0  0  182.3888  0  290.4121  0  80.18004  0  0 
2005  20  98.86024  0  0  428.7693  0  173.2101  0  49.72407  0  0 
2005  21  0  0  0  417.4459  27.06635  146.2078  0  0  0  24.48701 
2005  22  113.3464  0  0  493.7294  0  227.1546  0  0  0  29.56611 
2006  1  98.69478  183.8279  0  171.6223  0  184.6477  0  61.69794  0  0 
2006  2  285.2172  163.1661  0  341.7216  0  221.1014  0  121.4717  59.69586  33.18271 
2006  3  0  0  0  804.5608  28.31623  113.632  0  62.83756  0  0 
2006  4  113.087  274.009  0  100.3797  35.25997  355.7767  0  0  0  0 
2006  6  0  0  0  201.4091  0  435.3186  0  0  0  63.75217 
2006  8  95.51714  271.0446  0  132.0699  0  199.3547  0  0  0  0 
2006  9  315.2789  0  0  115.7133  0  153.75  0  0  0  0 
2006  11  368.5452  0  0  165.1075  0  268.2293  0  115.5106  36.68582  0 
2006  12  137.423  133.3494  0  113.5235  0  397.8852  0  67.39615  0  0 
2006  13  0  0  0  432.209  21.81352  240.6974  0  0  0  31.99722 
2006  14  308.1063  205.8407  0  137.965  0  338.4869  0  0  0  0 
2006  15  145.248  0  0  337.4011  0  153.3116  0  0  0  29.56611 
2006  17  270.2668  116.4805  0  92.59432  0  320.6724  0  0  0  27.06635 
2006  18  81.87726  0  0  418.9349  0  161.9862  0  89.00246  0  106.7697 
2006  19  0  0  0  136.2817  0  306.4482  0  69.25973  0  0 
2006  20  0  0  0  560.2955  0  192.8251  0  0  0  55.38258 
2006  21  0  0  0  443.3625  0  177.4895  0  0  0  24.48701 
2006  22  109.7665  0  0  413.6713  0  153.8276  0  0  0  29.56611 
2007  1  141.3995  354.4977  0  620.2092  0  200.2902  38.01497  59.20619  117.4288  38.75861 
2007  2  216.2712  136.2208  0  703.8695  24.48701  112.4205  43.09928  123.3485  219.8798  51.27916 
2007  3  90.50181  0  0  1130.722  23.15026  66.7058  54.89002  57.74648  281.2918  62.38177 
2007  4  92.19347  502.0088  0  304.1348  40.47287  367.2858  27.06635  0  0  37.70556 
2007  6  0  119.5868  0  867.4854  45.05753  324.601  29.56611  99.9817  55.81832  66.33535 
2007  8  84.20432  434.0436  0  397.8221  24.48701  336.9497  97.80706  0  53.8127  30.78166 
2007  9  250.7445  104.8272  0  430.418  46.30053  295.7027  27.06635  0  72.30893  53.17849 
2007  11  559.0607  113.7624  0  523.4819  46.9689  356.7795  0  74.40113  155.9923  29.56611 
2007  12  248.8538  441.6781  0  253.5137  0  415.8513  31.99722  55.81832  135.7709  43.39541 
2007  13  93.85488  93.87485  0  660.098  29.81563  171.8721  45.91731  0  112.2202  128.8858 
2007  14  658.1991  228.4088  0  345.7821  19.02566  327.8878  31.99722  59.75966  53.8127  46.57902 
2007  15  81.87726  96.31971  0  546.7478  24.38496  314.8059  44.34916  103.1504  51.78184  81.03123 
2007  17  218.2418  237.7635  0  366.316  24.48701  377.6664  47.58746  64.00324  53.8127  45.7218 
2007  18  0  0  0  799.2213  35.39377  220.7462  24.48701  53.8127  128.8224  69.76514 
2007  19  0  0  0  735.0685  27.44264  220.4897  29.56611  97.94243  80.31992  124.1638 
2007  20  83.62558  107.7658  0  839.3513  25.77668  87.92615  75.3682  80.33356  111.568  64.2201 
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2007  21  0  0  0  834.0688  21.81352  130.6376  37.70556  0  115.578  66.36542 
2007  22  121.4591  98.86024  0  619.9763  34.3682  185.0979  24.48701  109.6191  57.75532  41.6894 
2008  1  189.8738  568.8826  0  229.6985  0  98.76283  29.56611  58.75813  85.3971  45.01615 
2008  2  262.7679  162.2753  0  489.4579  0  108.966  27.06635  68.07192  241.4455  32.74972 
2008  3  0  0  0  616.6137  21.78493  49.40272  29.54895  56.56062  142.8767  46.62174 
2008  4  88.33506  563.4262  200.2477  88.57622  30.86702  227.0922  0  0  71.10674  35.3548 
2008  6  91.34764  150.3905  0  199.8131  36.29462  223.7857  0  65.51523  125.2325  46.34615 
2008  8  114.1145  549.8376  219.4266  176.8428  34.7254  151.5441  36.89519  0  89.19899  29.53179 
2008  9  245.065  253.3187  0  222.3086  30.86702  122.0732  29.54323  0  0  62.74882 
2008  11  524.1398  128.2724  185.9583  83.62558  27.87308  146.6498  29.56611  0  0  30.78166 
2008  12  327.3009  300.7537  0  108.4746  21.81352  143.0554  27.06635  0  104.7226  34.34152 
2008  13  98.58333  109.3865  0  397.0082  23.7951  82.39584  0  0  126.0136  81.64262 
2008  14  745.6525  176.4932  184.3949  129.0113  22.70468  130.4755  0  0  82.88467  31.42087 
2008  15  145.5762  180.0169  0  135.4794  33.22891  123.4617  0  0  71.10674  116.5346 
2008  17  335.0057  423.9427  0  125.0062  23.7951  134.4185  38.17319  51.78184  55.81832  31.99722 
2008  18  0  0  0  317.0396  27.93527  82.03123  29.56611  0  110.2945  52.87742 
2008  19  0  0  0  371.58  23.59585  69.45479  0  0  125.1152  39.35655 
2008  20  113.3464  0  0  164.7834  0  169.9304  33.97948  85.69792  55.14978  55.30794 
2008  21  0  0  0  214.6236  25.34679  168.0166  40.20897  0  78.35871  70.62212 
2008  22  188.1466  123.5233  237.3951  353.3876  33.50913  0  0  0  0  35.14074 
2009  1  84.92774  287.1969  0  73.62031  0  101.7824  0  0  0  35.47641 
2009  2  148.9632  123.3131  0  144.3679  0  135.1025  0  65.08574  0  34.3682 
2009  3  0  0  0  619.3902  21.81352  45.52  0  55.81832  0  0 
2009  4  84.42218  440.1848  199.4923  76.86084  0  229.9729  30.24631  0  0  0 
2009  6  0  0  0  173.2357  29.56611  184.837  0  0  0  0 
2009  8  91.34764  346.8939  195.8131  75.60601  30.8289  172.7587  0  0  0  0 
2009  9  114.43  238.0887  0  105.5945  21.81352  111.9317  0  0  0  0 
2009  11  310.1297  103.7632  0  59.75966  0  103.8849  0  0  0  0 
2009  12  316.5417  148.2024  0  0  0  66.49934  0  0  0  29.56611 
2009  13  0  0  0  431.457  33.19359  67.75127  0  0  0  29.56611 
2009  14  465.9908  102.085  215.8884  47.6375  0  102.1658  0  0  0  0 
2009  15  122.0965  85.3618  0  76.12977  23.59585  119.8769  0  0  0  31.99722 
2009  17  140.6138  310.0992  0  46.47842  0  121.4788  25.69619  0  0  0 
2009  18  0  0  0  71.63046  0  55.11814  0  0  0  37.35072 
2009  19  0  0  0  95.17688  0  74.5717  0  0  31.99722  63.75217 
2009  20  0  0  0  68.32589  42.75671  84.6457  34.3682  0  0  0 
2009  21  0  0  0  173.5164  0  136.3649  21.81352  0  49.72407  0 
2009  22  172.8636  94.68102  190.211  226.5582  0  0  0  0  0  0 
2010  1  110.2416  114.8362  0  0  0  106.0027  0  0  0  0 
2010  2  104.1236  0  0  80.09039  0  125.2188  0  0  0  0 
2010  3  0  0  0  83.62558  44.34916  173.3795  0  0  0  0 
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2010  4  224.3105  0  0  0  0  199.0317  0  0  0  0 
2010  6  0  0  0  0  0  176.5024  0  0  0  0 
2010  8  139.5798  108.9631  0  0  0  129.7191  0  0  0  0 
2010  9  235.5596  0  0  0  0  66.28916  0  0  0  0 
2010  11  207.9392  0  0  0  0  152.4256  0  0  0  0 
2010  12  277.4859  0  0  0  0  104.6046  0  0  0  0 
2010  13  0  0  0  77.40758  0  125.3995  0  0  0  0 
2010  14  343.2818  0  0  0  0  93.49438  0  0  0  0 
2010  15  197.5117  0  0  0  0  87.81256  0  0  0  0 
2010  17  155.484  110.183  0  0  27.06635  176.1307  0  0  0  0 
2010  18  0  0  0  76.55521  0  114.8713  0  0  0  0 
2010  19  0  0  0  0  0  85.81197  0  0  0  0 
2010  20  0  0  0  0  0  165.8081  0  0  0  0 
2010  21  0  0  0  85.34718  0  212.4227  0  0  0  0 












2000  10.922  105.918  0.234991474  0.303494338 
2001  199.644  159.766  0.292591084  0.303442977 
2002  36.83  167.259  0.247092968  0.296297512 
2003  22.5  58.2  0.248858535  0.256070856 
2004  122.8  208.1  0.249452051  0.294901692 
2005  82  115.9  0.282858027  0.288114349 
2006  38.8  312.3  0.235062839  0.346874523 
2007  123.8  90.3  0.260351239  0.325653365 
2008  52.4  191.3  0.248083727  0.331837785 
2009  53.7  74.2  0.243129491  0.265851962 
2010  146.5  91.5  0.256172612  0.334546054 
 




1 2 3 4 6 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 19 20 21 22
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1




Appendix B: R code 
#### 
####  Load data and set up data frame. 








































#calculate uncorrelated error 






#significant spatial autocorrelation remains 
Moran.I(result$summary.random$plot$mean,w) 
 
#test model structure 







formula.2 = y ~ postsum + postsum_lag + postsum_lag2 + 
























#########full covariate models################### 
 
#build linear combinations of ppt covariates to calculate 
sppt_g2=inla.make.lincomb(sppt=1, 'sppt:g2'=1); names(sppt_g2) = "sppt_g2" 
sppt_g3=inla.make.lincomb(sppt=1, 'sppt:g3'=1); names(sppt_g3) = "sppt_g3" 
sppt_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(sppt=1, 'sppt:plot2'=1); names(sppt_plot2) = "sppt_plot2" 
 
sppt_lag_g2=inla.make.lincomb(sppt=1, 'sppt_lag:g2'=1); names(sppt_lag_g2) = "sppt_lag_g2" 
sppt_lag_g3=inla.make.lincomb(sppt=1, 'sppt_lag:g3'=1); names(sppt_lag_g3) = "sppt_lag_g3" 
sppt_lag_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(sppt=1, 'sppt_lag:plot2'=1); names(sppt_lag_plot2) = "sppt_lag_plot2" 
 
sppt_lag2_g2=inla.make.lincomb(sppt=1, 'sppt_lag2:g2'=1); names(sppt_lag2_g2) = "sppt_lag2_g2" 
sppt_lag2_g3=inla.make.lincomb(sppt=1, 'sppt_lag2:g3'=1); names(sppt_lag2_g3) = "sppt_lag2_g3" 





wppt_g2=inla.make.lincomb(wppt=1, 'wppt:g2'=1); names(wppt_g2) = "wppt_g2" 
wppt_g3=inla.make.lincomb(wppt=1, 'wppt:g3'=1); names(wppt_g3) = "wppt_g3" 
wppt_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(wppt=1, 'wppt:plot2'=1); names(wppt_plot2) = "wppt_plot2" 
 
wppt_lag_g2=inla.make.lincomb(wppt=1, 'wppt_lag:g2'=1); names(wppt_lag_g2) = "wppt_lag_g2" 
wppt_lag_g3=inla.make.lincomb(wppt=1, 'wppt_lag:g3'=1); names(wppt_lag_g3) = "wppt_lag_g3" 
wppt_lag_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(wppt=1, 'wppt_lag:plot2'=1); names(wppt_lag_plot2) = 
"wppt_lag_plot2" 
 
wppt_lag2_g2=inla.make.lincomb(wppt=1, 'wppt_lag2:g2'=1); names(wppt_lag2_g2) = "wppt_lag2_g2" 
wppt_lag2_g3=inla.make.lincomb(wppt=1, 'wppt_lag2:g3'=1); names(wppt_lag2_g3) = "wppt_lag2_g3" 




formula.ppt = y ~ (sppt + sppt_lag + sppt_lag2 + wppt + wppt_lag + wppt_lag2)*plot2 + (sppt + sppt_lag + 
sppt_lag2 + wppt + wppt_lag + wppt_lag2)*g2 + (sppt + sppt_lag + sppt_lag2 + wppt + wppt_lag + 
wppt_lag2)*g3 + f(plot,model="besag",graph.file="graph.dat",replicate=t) + f(g,model="iid") 







#build linear combinations of NDVI covariates to calculate 
presum_g2=inla.make.lincomb(presum=1, 'presum:g2'=1); names(presum_g2) = "presum_g2" 
presum_g3=inla.make.lincomb(presum=1, 'presum:g3'=1); names(presum_g3) = "presum_g3" 
presum_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(presum=1, 'presum:plot2'=1); names(presum_plot2) = "presum_plot2" 
 
presum_lag_g2=inla.make.lincomb(presum=1, 'presum_lag:g2'=1); names(presum_lag_g2) = 
"presum_lag_g2" 




presum_lag_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(presum=1, 'presum_lag:plot2'=1); names(presum_lag_plot2) = 
"presum_lag_plot2" 
 
presum_lag2_g2=inla.make.lincomb(presum=1, 'presum_lag2:g2'=1); names(presum_lag2_g2) = 
"presum_lag2_g2" 
presum_lag2_g3=inla.make.lincomb(presum=1, 'presum_lag2:g3'=1); names(presum_lag2_g3) = 
"presum_lag2_g3" 
presum_lag2_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(presum=1, 'presum_lag2:plot2'=1); names(presum_lag2_plot2) = 
"presum_lag2_plot2" 
 
postsum_g2=inla.make.lincomb(postsum=1, 'postsum:g2'=1); names(postsum_g2) = "postsum_g2" 
postsum_g3=inla.make.lincomb(postsum=1, 'postsum:g3'=1); names(postsum_g3) = "postsum_g3" 
postsum_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(postsum=1, 'postsum:plot2'=1); names(postsum_plot2) = 
"postsum_plot2" 
 
postsum_lag_g2=inla.make.lincomb(postsum=1, 'postsum_lag:g2'=1); names(postsum_lag_g2) = 
"postsum_lag_g2" 
postsum_lag_g3=inla.make.lincomb(postsum=1, 'postsum_lag:g3'=1); names(postsum_lag_g3) = 
"postsum_lag_g3" 
postsum_lag_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(postsum=1, 'postsum_lag:plot2'=1); names(postsum_lag_plot2) = 
"postsum_lag_plot2" 
 
postsum_lag2_g2=inla.make.lincomb(postsum=1, 'postsum_lag2:g2'=1); names(postsum_lag2_g2) = 
"postsum_lag2_g2" 
postsum_lag2_g3=inla.make.lincomb(postsum=1, 'postsum_lag2:g3'=1); names(postsum_lag2_g3) = 
"postsum_lag2_g3" 
postsum_lag2_plot2 = inla.make.lincomb(postsum=1, 'postsum_lag2:plot2'=1); 
names(postsum_lag2_plot2) = "postsum_lag2_plot2" 
 
#ndvi model 
formula.ndvi = y ~ (presum + presum_lag + presum_lag2 + postsum + postsum_lag + 
postsum_lag2)*plot2 + (presum + presum_lag + presum_lag2 + postsum + postsum_lag + 
postsum_lag2)*g2 + (presum + presum_lag + presum_lag2 + postsum + postsum_lag + 
postsum_lag2)*g3 + f(plot,model="besag",graph.file="graph.dat",replicate=t) + f(g,model="iid") 
result.ndvi = inla(formula.ndvi,data=dat.diff.df,lincomb = 
c(presum_g2,presum_g3,presum_plot2,presum_lag_g2,presum_lag_g3,presum_lag_plot2,presum_lag2_
g2,presum_lag2_g3,presum_lag2_plot2,postsum_g2,postsum_g3,postsum_plot2,postsum_lag_g2,postsu
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m_lag_g3,postsum_lag_plot2,postsum_lag2_g2,postsum_lag2_g3,postsum_lag2_plot2),quantiles=c(0.05
,0.5,0.95),control.predictor=list(compute=TRUE),control.compute=list(dic=TRUE)) 
summary(result.ndvi) 
